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 No-one understands this a lot more than Susan Zogheib, a authorized dietitian and innovator in neuro-
scientific renal diet, who lays out a straightforward 30-day meal arrange for a kidney-healthy lifestyle.Kick-
begin a kidney-healthy lifestyle with a 30-day time meal strategy from the author of the bestselling Renal
Diet plan CookbookFiguring out what you can and cannot eat when you or somebody you look after is
identified as having stage 1-4 chronic kidney disease (CKD) is overwhelming. The Renal Diet plan
Cookbook for the Newly Diagnosed is an action-based plan that equips you with weekly menus, shopping
lists, and comprehensive background information.Follow a proactive program with the Renal Diet
Cookbook for the Newly DiagnosedThe Renal Diet Cookbook for the Newly Diagnosed includes:An
Essential Introduction covering all you need to know about kidney diseaseA 30-Day Meal Plan filled with
weekly menus and purchasing lists for a stress-free of charge transition to a kidney-friendly diet plan100
Recipes with nutritional information and tips for variations on every recipeTools for Success guiding you
past the first 30 days and keeping you healthy longer afterRecipes in this renal diet plan cookbook
include: Buckwheat Pancakes, Creamy Broccoli Soup, Vegetable Biriyani, Lemon Garlic Halibut, Meatloaf
with Mushroom Gravy, Strawberry Pie, plus much more!
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  I was already following a paleo diet plan and avoiding processed food items, but I wasn’t sure if there
have been certain veggies or proteins I will be limiting predicated on my CKD. I am keeping the book,
since it is incredibly helpful in understanding lab and what this means. I could only give three celebrities
because of a major failing -- what is the part size for the differing recipes. I cherished that, but I was
actually looking for a more descriptive cookbook. Others are multiple servings. Although suggested
portion sizes for some foods are given in the first area of the publication, determining just how many
portions/solutions each recipe makes is not at all apparent and makes the reader guess in just about any
case... Great resource for all those with CKD This book is a great resource for newly diagnosed CKD
patients.There are nice kidney-friendly recipes This is a very well intentioned book to give those newly
diagnosed with renal disease nutritional information to greatly help them understand what they should
and should not eat. This publication contains lists of foods that are saturated in potassium, phosphorus
and sodium which CKD patients need to be mindful of in food planning. Easy, tasty dishes and a good
way for the uninitiated to help ease right into a renal diet My son was recently identified as having kidney
disease, and we have found this book the best way to ease into a new way of eating. Gleam section on
reading food labels. Not really usable menus and recipes. The writer includes weekly meal plans with
corresponding purchasing lists, in addition to recipes. The recipes I've tried are easy and delicious. The
information and suggestions are down-to-earth. I haven't cooked much for years, but this book offers full-
time software developer mom cooking regularly again! Some of it requires a bit more spice.Bump up the
spices on those and you will be a great deal happier.There exists a true shortage of good information.
We've tried many of the recipes in this book, a few are great as is, a number of them need a bit more
zip.We've seen two dieticians/ nutritionists, searched the Internet, and browse all we can get. Some are
for one or two servings. I felt that this had not been a "accurate" cookbook. read should you have kidney
probs.There are nice kidney-friendly recipes. I am offering it a 4 because of this. but not the very best.
Needs more quality recipes and less discuss the .. I'll post here if indeed they respond with useful details.
It has very great information. Needs more recipes and less discuss the diagnosis. and beautiful. Innovative
and ready recipes complete with shopping lists .I have messaged the publisher via facebook with a
demand that they send me a list of portions/servings for every recipe. Highly recommend. Well crafted,
informative, and beautiful. Innovative and ready recipes filled with shopping lists and a 4 week diet
program meant to utilize the quality recipes while helping the newly diagnosed get started on this dietary
change.. Okay If you follow the suggestedmeal plans, they are well under 1000calorie consumption per
day..man maintain his pounds with thesesuggestions? Not what I was expecting This book was wonderful
for explaining in great detail on how best to read your lab results. Many of them come across as simply
lacking something when you flavor them. I didn't like it I didn't just like the book. A must read for those
wanting to adopt a healthier way of life and better manage their CKD through diet plan. I expected it to
be like a regular cookbook with meat dishes and salad dishes etc. Not just the few items listed in their
menus. Help for Renal Diets We have recently been diagnosed with Kidney complications and am pleased
to find this publication with wonderful dishes. Also, the author provides helped me to comprehend more
in what the kidneys perform and how to keep up with the kidney function I've left. Great Great recipes
Great Great Very useful and good to begin with We found this very useful when I then found out my
fiancé’s kidneys were failing. We produced may of the suggested recipes. It has very good information.
The recipes look tasty and I will .. How do a 160 lb. It was extremely informative for me to understand
about my problem. It is okay, however, not the best. The dishes look tasty and I'll try them. Great all
around book ton's of food information a must ... Great throughout book ton's of meals information an
absolute must have & Yes, it can have recipes, but not what I was expecting.
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